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Our context
Distance spanning healthcare

► Based upon the regional strategy for distance spanning healthcare

► A successive implementation of solutions supporting the clinical use of distance spanning methods between different healthcare facilities to ensure the use of distance spanning technology as an integrated part of the way we conduct healthcare.

► Conceptualize to include:
  » technology
  » routines
  » regulations regarding fees
  » regulations for documentation
  » system/routines for booking equipment and facilities

Movie – distance spanning healthcare
Scaling distance spanning healthcare in Norrbotten

- Very much solution-focused
- Aspects analyzed in detail such as judicial issues, payment, technical solutions, patient safety etc.

  - But everything focused on the actual practice and we always miss important aspects which could ensure a "smoother" scaling process
What if we actually would’ve looked at…
Why SCIROCCO?

- We need to understand the actual contextual maturity requirements where a practice takes place
- Our healthcare and welfare system has to adapt and change in order to support transferability and scaling
- Integrated healthcare services a way to achieve increased health equity
- Becoming better “adopters”
Thank you!